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We have performed high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy of ternary pnictide
CaAuAs which is predicted to be a three-dimensional topological Dirac semimetal (TDS). By accu-
rately determining the bulk-band structure, we have revealed the coexistence of three-dimensional
and quasi-two-dimensional Fermi surfaces with dominant hole carriers. The band structure around
the Brillouin-zone center is characterized by an energy overlap between hole and electron pockets,
in excellent agreement with first-principles band-structure calculations. This indicates the occur-
rence of bulk-band inversion, supporting the TDS state in CaAuAs. Because of the high tunability
in the chemical composition besides the TDS nature, CaAuAs provides a precious opportunity for
investigating the quantum phase transition from TDS to other exotic topological phases.
Novel quantum states of matter characterized by non-
trivial topology of electronic wave functions are an emer-
gent topic in condensed-matter physics [1–3]. Among
them, topological Dirac semimetals (TDSs) are the first
example of a gapless topological phase in the three-
dimensional (3D) band structure [4–11]. In 3D TDSs, an
inverted bulk band leads to a point crossing of valence
band (VB) and conduction band (CB) to form massless
Dirac fermions protected by crystalline symmetries [5–7].
Unlike the two-dimensional (2D) counterpart (graphene),
Dirac fermions in 3D TDSs are linearly dispersive along
any momentum direction. Such an unusual band struc-
ture triggers various intriguing physical properties, as ex-
emplified by high carrier mobility [12], giant linear mag-
netoresistance [12, 13], and chiral anomaly [14]. More-
over, TDSs provide a fertile playground for realizing a
variety of topological phases such as topological insula-
tors, Weyl semimetals, axion insulators, and topological
superconductors, by breaking symmetries, reducing di-
mensionality, and controlling spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
[4, 5, 7, 15]. Therefore, 3D TDSs are attracting an in-
creasing interest as a suitable platform for exploring ex-
otic topological phenomena and quantum-phase transi-
tions. However, experimental investigations on 3D TDSs
are focused mainly on Na3Bi [8] and Cd3As2 [9–11] de-
spite many theoretical predictions for other TDS candi-
dates [16–28].
Recently, it was proposed that ternary pnictide
CaAuAs and its isostructural family, e.g., BaAgAs, are
3D TDSs [29–32]. These materials crystalize in the
BeZrSi-type structure (space group P63/mmc, No. 194)
which has the C3 rotational symmetry with respect to the
c axis [see Fig. 1(a) for crystal structure]. First-principles
band-structure calculations including SOC have shown
that CaAuAs possesses a pair of Dirac cones close to the
Fermi level (EF) along the ΓA line of the bulk BZ [see
Fig. 1(b)] due to the bulk-band inversion and the pro-
tection by the C3 symmetry [29]. The predicted simple
band structure with no EF crossings of other topolog-
ically trivial bands makes CaAuAs an ideal system to
search for exotic properties associated with bulk Dirac
fermions. In addition, the CaAuAs family has a great
potential as a parent compound of different types of topo-
logical states. For example, the reduction of SOC, e.g.,
by replacing As with P, would cause a topological phase
transition into a nodal-line semimetal (NLS) character-
ized by a continuous band crossing along 3D curves with a
starfruit-like shape [29], distinct from a one-dimensional
shape of the nodal lines in typical NLSs [33–35]. It was
also predicted that, by breaking crystalline symmetries
[29, 30], this system is transformed into Weyl semimetal
or three-fold-fermion state. Moreover, superconductiv-
ity can be introduced by the replacement of As with Bi
[36]. Despite such interesting proposals and known phys-
ical properties, there exist no experimental report on the
band structure of CaAuAs family. It is thus desirable to
clarify its fundamental band structure.
In this Rapid Communication, we report angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) of
CaAuAs single crystal. By utilizing energy-tunable
2FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) and (b) Crystal structure and bulk
hexagonal BZ of CaAuAs, respectively. Magenta dots in (b)
denote the k points where the Dirac point (DP) exists. (c)
and (d) Typical photograph and X-ray diffraction patterns
of CaAuAs, respectively. (e) EDC in a wide energy range
measured at hν = 120 eV. (f) ARPES intensity plot in the VB
region measured along a yellow dashed line in (g) at T = 30 K
at hν = 120 eV. It is noted that uncertainty in the azimuthal
angle of the k cut is fairly small (less than 2◦) because the
band-structure mapping over a wide momentum space enables
us to precisely determine the azimuthal angle based on the
periodicity and symmetry of the band structure. (g) ARPES
intensity map at EF as a function of 2D wave vector (kx and
ky) obtained by integrating the spectral intensity within ±20
meV of EF.
photons from synchrotron radiation, we experimentally
established the electronic structure over the 3D bulk BZ,
and found evidence for the bulk-band inversion which
is a prerequisite for realizing the 3D TDS state. We
compare the obtained results with the first-principles
band-structure calculations and discuss implications in
relation to the topological properties.
CaAuAs single crystals [typical size of 2 × 3 × 0.5
mm3; Fig. 1(c)] were synthesized by a self-flux method.
High purity Ca shot, Au powder, and As lump were
loaded in an Al2O3 crucible with the mole ratio of
Ca:Au:As = 1:3:3. Then the crucible was sealed in a
quartz tube in a high vacuum of 4 × 10−6 Torr. The
tube was heated to 1323 K in 20 h, kept at that temper-
ature for another 20 h, and then slowly cooled down to
873 K at a rate of 5 K/h. Finally, the tube was cooled
down to room temperature. X-ray diffraction measure-
ments [Fig. 1(d)] confirm that the grown crystal is of high
structural quality and in the target phase. ARPES mea-
surements were performed with Scienta-Omicron electron
analyzers at the beamline I05 in DIAMOND Light Source
(DLS) [37], BL-2A in Photon Factory (PF), KEK, and
SIS X09LA in Swiss Light Source (SLS), PSI. We used
energy-tunable photons of 95-120 eV in DLS, 60-185 eV
in PF, and 24-90 eV in SLS. The energy and angular
resolutions were set to be 15-30 meV and 0.2-0.3◦, re-
spectively. Crystals were cleaved in situ along the (001)
crystal plane in an ultrahigh vacuum of better than 1 ×
10−10 Torr (see Supplemental Material for the character-
ization of cleaved surface [38]). The sample was kept at
T = 30-40 K during the ARPES measurement. Figure
1(e) displays the energy distribution curve (EDC) in a
wide energy range measured at photon energy (hν) of
120 eV. One can recognize several core-level peaks orig-
inating from the Ca (3p), Au (4f , 5p, 5d), and As (3p)
orbitals. The absence of core levels from other atomic
species confirms the clean sample surface.
First, we show the overall VB structure. Figure 1(f)
displays the VB structure along a k cut crossing the Γ(A)
point measured at T = 30 K with 120-eV photons. There
are several energy bands such as a highly dispersive hole-
like band touching EF at the wave vector k‖ ∼ 0, another
holelike band topped at a binding energy (EB) of ∼4 eV
at the BZ boundary (k‖ ∼ 0.9 A˚
−1), and a relatively
flat band at EB ∼ 2.5 eV. These energy bands have a
dominant contribution from the As 4p orbitals [29]. Fig-
ure 1(g) shows the ARPES-intensity mapping at EF as
a function of 2D wave vector. One can immediately rec-
ognize that the observed intensity pattern follows well
the periodicity of the hexagonal BZ. As expected from
the EF touching of a band in Fig. 1(f), there is a small
Fermi surface (FS) centered at the Γ(A) point in the first
BZ, without indication of any other FSs away from the
Γ(A) point. One can also identify a FS at the Γ(A) point
in the second BZs, although the size is larger than that in
the first BZ due to the 3D character as we demonstrate
later.
Next we have performed normal-emission ARPESmea-
surements at various hν’s and determined the band struc-
ture along the wave vector perpendicular to the sample
surface (kz). In Fig. 2(a), one can see an intensity vari-
ation as a function of kz . For example, strong intensity
appears near EF around each Γ point (kz ∼ 5.6 and 6.4
A˚−1 corresponding to the Γ point of the 8th and 9th
BZ, respectively). This strong intensity originates from
an electron pocket with the bottom of the dispersion at
EB ∼ 200 meV, as confirmed by high-resolution measure-
ments in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). One can also recognize a
holelike dispersion topped at the Γ point at higher EB
(∼1.3 eV) [see around Γ9th in Fig. 2(a)]. The clear dis-
persion along the kz direction demonstrates the bulk ori-
gin of the observed bands. According to first-principles
band-structure calculations including SOC [Fig. 2(d)]
[29], the topmost VB and a higher-energy band at EB
3FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) Normal-emission ARPES intensity
plotted as a function of kz for CaAuAs. The inner potential
V0 was estimated to be 11.5 eV from the periodicity of the
band dispersion. (b) and (c) High-resolution near-EF ARPES
intensity and corresponding EDCs, respectively, obtained in
the (E, k) region enclosed by a red rectangle in (a). Black
dashed curve in (c) is a guide for the eyes to trace the elec-
tronlike band dispersion. (d) Calculated bulk-band structure
along the ΓA high-symmetry line extracted from the first-
principles band-structure calculation with SOC in ref. 29.
Black arrows indicate the location of Dirac points.
> ∼ 1 eV have the bottom and top of the dispersion at
Γ, respectively, qualitatively consistent with the present
observation. However, there is a clear difference between
the experiment and calculation; the topmost VB touches
EF in the vicinity of the A point in the calculation [Fig.
2(d)], whereas it crosses EF midway between the Γ and A
point in the experiment [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. This quan-
titative difference suggests that the measured CaAuAs
crystal is hole-doped. By comparing the energy position
of the electron-band bottom between the experiment and
calculation, the doping-induced shift of the chemical po-
tential is estimated to be ∼300 meV, as indicated by a
red dashed line in Fig. 2(d). The upward shift of the
holelike band at EB ∼ 1 eV in the experiment [compare
Figs. 2(a) and 2(d)] is also explained in terms of the hole
doping and the resultant chemical-potential shift. It is
noted that, while there are four bands within 1 eV of EF
in the calculation [Fig. 2(d)], only one band is resolved in
Figs. 2(a)-2(c). This is possibly due to the kz-broadening
effect and/or the matrix-element effect of photoelectron
intensity.
To clarify the fermiology of CaAuAs in 3D BZ in more
detail, we plot the ARPES intensity [Figs. 3(b)-3(f)]
and the corresponding band dispersion [Figs. 3(g)-3(k)]
at several different kz values. As seen in Figs. 3(b) and
3(g), a holelike band (hereafter we call h1) crosses EF to
form a FS centered at the A point at kz = pi. This band
moves toward higher EB on going away from kz = pi and
sinks below EF near kz ∼ 0.5pi [Figs. 3(c) and 3(h)].
With further approaching kz = 0, the h1 band further
shifts downward and an electronlike band (e1) appears
[Figs. 3(d) and 3(i)]. Finally, at kz = 0, the bottom of e1
band and the top of h1 band reaches EB ∼ 0.2 and 0.4
eV, respectively [Figs. 3(e) and 3(j)]. The electronlike
dispersion in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) mainly reflects the e1 band,
as inferred from the much stronger intensity than the h1
band in Fig. 3. In addition to the h1 and e1 bands,
our hν-dependent study over a wide kz region uncovered
another holelike band (h2) in the next (9th) BZ [Figs.
3(f), 3(k), and 3(l)]. As visible in Figs. 3(f) and 3(k),
the h2 band has a relatively large Fermi wave vector at
kz = 0 compared with that of the h1 or e1 band, and
is slightly dispersive along the kz direction, forming a
cylindrical FS with a finite wiggling, as visualized in the
kz-kx FS mapping in Fig. 3(l) (blue dashed curves). It
is remarked here that, although intensity of the h2 band
is strongly suppressed in the 8th BZ [Figs. 3(b)-3(e) and
3(l)] due to the matrix-element effect, its existence as
well as its quasi-2D character is supported by the ARPES
measurements at different conditions [the measurement
also revealed a signature of additional holelike band (h3)];
for details, see Supplemental Material [38].
As schematically drawn in Fig. 4(a), the present
ARPES measurements revealed that the FS of CaAuAs
consists of 3D electronlike (e1) and holelike (h1) pock-
ets centered at the Γ and A points, respectively, as well
as a quasi-2D holelike (h2) cylinder along the ΓA line
[here we assumed an isotropic radius in the kx-ky plane
based on a circular shape of the FS in the second BZs in
Fig. 1(g)]. The formation of a quasi-2D cylindrical FS is
probably associated with the hole doping to the crystal.
In fact, the carrier concentration estimated from the FS
volume (the size of e1, h1, and h2 pockets is 0.05, 0.2,
and 7.0% of bulk BZ, respectively) is ∼8 × 1020 cm−3
holes, which roughly agrees with the Hall-coefficient mea-
surements (3 × 1020 cm−3 holes). After taking the hole
doping into account, we found a good agreement between
the experimental and calculated bulk bands. In particu-
lar, the band dispersion at kz = 0 obtained by combin-
ing the results in Figs. 3(e), 3(f), and supplemental Fig.
S2(i) [38] coincides nearly perfectly with the calculation
in which the chemical potential is shifted downward by
300 meV [29]. The present result demonstrates that the
bulk-band structure of CaAuAs is well captured by the
band-structure calculations.
Now we discuss the implications of present results in
relation to the topological properties of CaAuAs. An
important finding is the nontrivial band topology. In
CaAuAs or related compounds with the same crystalline
symmetry, the VB with the pnictogen p-orbital charac-
ter exhibits the band maximum at Γ; e.g., in the case of
4FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Same as Fig. 2(c). (b)-(f) hν dependence of near-EF APRES intensity measured along a yellow
dashed line in Fig. 1(f), and (g)-(k) corresponding band dispersions determined by tracing the peak position of MDCs. (l)
ARPES-intensity map at EF as a function of kz and kx. The intensity was obtained by integrating the second-derivative MDCs
within ±20 meV of EF. Dashed curves show the experimental FSs determined by smoothly connecting the Fermi wave vectors
for the h1, h2, and e1 bands.
FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Schematic 3D view of the FS for
CaAuAs deduced from the present ARPES experiment. (b)
Experimental band dispersion around the Γ point obtained by
overlapping the results in Figs. 3(j), 3(k), and supplemental
Fig. S2(i) (filled circles) [38], compared with the calculated
band dispersion with SOC along the ΓM line (solid curves)
[29].
trivial semiconductor BaAgP, all the near-EF VB show
a holelike dispersion centered at Γ [29, 30]. Importantly,
the electronlike dispersion shows up below EF only when
the CB bottom (Au s orbital) crosses the VB top to form
a nontrivial inverted band structure [29, 30]. Therefore,
the present observation of electronlike pocket e1 at Γ pro-
vides compelling evidence for the occurrence of bulk-band
inversion in CaAuAs, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). When
the band inversion takes place in the absence of SOC, the
hybridization between VB and CB is prohibited on the
three equivalent ΓMLA mirror planes owing to the dif-
ferent mirror eigenvalues, leading to crossed nodal rings
with a 3D starfruit-like shape [29]. After the SOC is
turned on (this is expected for actual material), the most
part of nodal ring is gapped out [see a clear hybridization-
gap opening at EB ∼ -0.5 eV in Fig. 4(b)] and the band
crossing is protected only on the ΓA line by the C3 ro-
tational symmetry, leaving a pair of Dirac-point nodes
near the A point [see black arrows in Fig. 2(d)] [29].
The inverted band structure clarified in this study thus
supports the TDS phase in CaAuAs. A next important
challenge is to directly observe the crossing of VB and
CB at the Dirac point. Since CaAuAs is hole-doped, the
Dirac points are likely located at ∼250 meV above EF
[Fig. 2(d)], so that the sample with a suppressed dop-
ing level is highly desired to firmly establish the TDS
nature and to explore novel quantum phenomena associ-
ated with the Dirac fermions.
Finally, we compare the characteristics between
CaAuAs and well-known TDSs, Na3Bi and Cd3As2. In
the electronic-structure point of view, these compounds
share a common feature that the Dirac points are pro-
tected by the rotational symmetry. However, there ex-
ist several important differences among them. First, the
Dirac point appears on the [001] (kz) axis in CaAuAs
and Na3Bi [8] but it is on the [111] axis in Cd3As2 [9–
11]. Second, the Dirac point is located near the A point
in CaAuAs whereas it is around the Γ point in Na3Bi [8].
Third, CaAuAs is rather chemically stable in air, as op-
posed to highly reactive Na3Bi. Last, CaAuAs has a bet-
ter tunability of constituent elements by chemical substi-
tution, as recognized from a wide variety of isostructural
sister compounds [36]. Such a wide tunability in CaAuAs
is useful for controlling the strength of SOC and trigger-
ing distinct quantum phases such as superconducting and
NLS states. Therefore, the CaAuAs family would pro-
vide a suitable platform for investigating the interplay
between Dirac fermions and exotic topological phases.
In conclusion, we reported the ARPES results on
CaAuAs to clarify the band structure relevant to the
5nontrivial band topology. We have successfully deter-
mined the FS topology and the bulk-band dispersions in
the 3D momentum space, and found an excellent agree-
ment between the experimental and calculated bulk-band
structures. Most notably, the observed electron pocket
at the Γ point is a hallmark of the bulk-band inversion,
supporting the emergence of a 3D TDS phase in CaAuAs.
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